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Add to your bookshelf at the used book sale

By: Krysyan Edler
Contributing Writer

Find your new favorite book, CD, video game or DVD at the Alvin Sherman Library's used book sale.

It’s nostalgic.

This book sale solely benefits the community. All proceeds will contribute to the Donald E. Higgins Library Education Assistance Fund and provide four scholarships to library staff members. These scholarships will allow four librarians to continue their education throughout the year.

For those interested in donating their gently used books, donations are accepted throughout the year. Donations can be dropped off at the library’s circulation desk. Students and community members can add to their personal libraries and help library staff members at the same time.

Several of the items for sale are donations made to the library. The books collected come from estates, members of the community, faculty and other libraries. These donations are either added to the Alvin Sherman Library’s collection or put up for sale in an attempt to find a good home.

“The structural steel is approximately 65 percent complete and on track to be completed by the end of October,” said Michelle Daniels, communication specialist at Moss. As of last month, the construction of the multi-level parking structure has begun. It will hold 1,377 spaces and be located on the south side of campus. There are future talks with the city of Clearwater to widen the access road due to the expectation of higher traffic conditions once the campus is open.

The 325,000 sq. ft. site sits on an area of land surrounded by wetlands, mangroves and bird nests. Because of this, NSU and Moss construction have been working with environmentalists to make sure any environmental concerns for the site are addressed and not disturbed in any way.

“It’s a very interesting project since not only is it nestled in the bay but it is nestled within surrounding area that is environmentally sensitive. We have been working with the environmental protection of the city and county government which has been an important part of this project as well,” said Alfonso.

Based on the most recent update, the site is currently scheduled for a certificate of occupancy by June 21, prior to the start of classes.
Hurricane Michael causes destruction in Florida’s Panhandle

Hurricane Michael hit the Florida Panhandle as a category four hurricane on Oct. 10. The storm quickly grew into the most powerful hurricane to hit the Gulf Coast on record and the fourth largest hurricane to hit the US. As of Oct. 12, CBSLocal reports that at least 17 people have died in the storm. FEMA administrator William Brockmann says that they are currently still in “life-saving mode” and are still rescuing people from their homes.

All F-35 fighter jets temporarily grounded following crash

All US F-35 fighter jets and those operated by international partners have been temporarily grounded following a crash in South Carolina in September. The Joint Strike Fighter, also known as the Lightning-II, will have their fuel tubes inspected, a statement from F-35 Joint Program Office said “all known good fuel tubes are already installed, then those aircraft will be returned to flight status.” The Marine Corps F-35B variant crash last month led to the suspension of fuel tube inspections, according to NPR.

A “breakthrough” new migraine drug approved by FDA

The FDA has approved a symptom called Emgality that aims to stop migraines before they begin, according to CBS. Minneapolis based headache specialist Dr. Gary Berman said “this is a huge deal, this is the best migraine medicine we had ever.” Emgality is delivered through a once-a-month self-administered injection. The cost of the treatment is $575 a month and the drug company Lily has offered some people a free year’s supply.

Possible Toys R Us comeback to emerge from bankruptcy plan

Financial firms are planning to keep the Toys R Us company alive following its bankruptcy. The key investors have planned to keep the same brandings and mascot, and potentially re-opening Toys R Us and Babies ”R” Us stores.

Visions of the Holocaust

By: Alexander Martinie

Starting on Oct 22, the Alvin Sherman Library will host the Visions of the Holocaust exhibit. This exhibit will feature a set of colorized images from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and Yad Vashem, the World Holocaust Remembrance Center. The images were colorized by artist Yiumf Tolga Uken.

Housed in the Alvin Sherman Library, NSU’s Holocaust Reflection and Resource Center was donated to the university by Craig and Barbara Weiner in 2016. Barbara and Craig are the co-founders of the Holocaust Learning and Education Fund, Inc., a nonprofit organization that encourages “the expansion of Holocaust education in the United States”.

According to an NSU media release, “the room offers NSU students, and the general public [a place to] learn about, and to contemplate the horrendous acts that result from intolerance and hate. One of the two rooms houses a number of computers with headphones for NSU students, members of the faculty, staff and the public at large to research and watch thousands of survivor testimonies, utilize a Holocaust encyclopedia and research images, films and topics of interest linked to research museums and memorials around the world including the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington D.C., Yad Vashem in Israel, the Museums at Auschwitz, Buchenwald, Dachau the Shoa Foundation and the Imperial War Museum in London”.

“The vast majority of images that were taken in the 1930s and 1940s were black and white images. Very often, what people do is look at them say how sad and they will continue walking. On the other hand, when you put these images would want you to have,” said Craig Weiner. “It’s an extraordinary exhibit. There has been no exhibit like this in South Florida in the past.”
Novu High School student stabs fellow classmate

By: Alexander Martinie
Section Editor

On Friday, Oct. 5, Davie Fire Rescue and Police responded to a report of a student being stabbed during a fight at Nova High School. According to the source at the scene at 1630, the scene lasted 7 News, two students were fighting, then one grabbed a pair of scissors and proceeded to stab the other in the leg. The student that was stabbed was transported to Weston Regional Medical Center for treatment of minor injuries obtained in the altercation. The names of the students involved in this incident have not been reported.

The school was placed on a temporary lockdown as students were removed from the area while the offender was detained. “There were minor injuries. There was a lockdown because it’s a school and it’s better to be safe than sorry,” said Davie Police Sgt. Mark Leonc to the Miami Herald.

The student has been charged with one count of aggravated battery with a deadly weapon, according to the official incident report provided by Sgt. Leone. In the report written by Officer Nicholas Madas, the arresting officer and Nova High School’s School Resource Officer, stated “on 10/5/2018 while on duty as the SRO for Nova HS I was contacted by school security at approx. 1630 [4:30 p.m.] hours that a physical altercation had occurred on campus that resulted in student/victim [victim’s name redacted] being stabbed by a student later identified as [offender’s name redacted]. The incident occurred at the dismissal of school in the bus loop area located to the rear of the campus”.

It was alleged that the fight was due to rumors that the offender heard about the victim wanting to fight due to an incident that occurred the previous day. At no time did [offender’s name redacted] notify administration or faculty about this in an attempt to prevent any further incidents. The fight was instigated by the victim, who “struck [the offender] in the back of the head with a closed fist causing him to trip and fall to the ground,” the victim then proceeded to repeatedly strike the offender in the head. When the arresting officer asked the offender why he had the scissors “in his pocket and not in his book bag,” the offender responded with “[he was in fear the [victim’s name redacted] was going to jump him after school and that he put the scissors in his back pocket for protection.”

Upon arrest, the offender was transported to the Broward County Juvenile Assessment Center in Fort Lauderdale. According to the Broward County Sheriff’s Office website, the Juvenile Assessment Center (JAC) “is the central receiving and intake facility for all arrested juveniles in Broward County. The JAC is a 24 hour 7 day a week processing facility for arrested youth. Youth brought to the JAC by law enforcement officers are fingerprinted, photographed and booked. In addition, youth receive assessments of their risk to the public, mental health and substance abuse disorders, and referral to court and community services.”

The school was placed on a temporary lockdown as students were removed from the area while the offender was detained. “There were minor injuries. There was a lockdown because it’s a school and it’s better to be safe than sorry,” said Davie Police Sgt. Mark Leonc to the Miami Herald.

The incident occurred at the dismissal of school in the bus loop area located to the rear of the campus”. It was alleged that the fight was due to rumors that the offender heard about the victim wanting to fight due to an incident that occurred the previous day. At no time did [offender’s name redacted] notify administration or faculty about this in an attempt to prevent any further incidents. The fight was instigated by the victim, who “struck [the offender] in the back of the head with a closed fist causing him to trip and fall to the ground,” the victim then proceeded to repeatedly strike the offender in the head. When the arresting officer asked the offender why he had the scissors “in his pocket and not in his book bag,” the offender responded with “[he was in fear the [victim’s name redacted] was going to jump him after school and that he put the scissors in his back pocket for protection.”

Upon arrest, the offender was transported to the Broward County Juvenile Assessment Center in Fort Lauderdale. According to the Broward County Sheriff’s Office website, the Juvenile Assessment Center (JAC) “is the central receiving and intake facility for all arrested juveniles in Broward County. The JAC is a 24 hour 7 day a week processing facility for arrested youth. Youth brought to the JAC by law enforcement officers are fingerprinted, photographed and booked. In addition, youth receive assessments of their risk to the public, mental health and substance abuse disorders, and referral to court and community services.”

GCM to host ‘The Real You is the New You’ event

By: Christina McClaughlin
Co-Editor-in-Chief

On Oct. 17, Greenhouse Campus Ministry or GCM, a student organization on campus, will host the third annual outreach concert for students with games, live performances and food on the Flight Deck patio at 7:30 p.m.

This free event, entitled “The Real You is the New You,” will focus on student experience and teach students about GCM and allow them to explore their faith. According to Greg Grzesiak, GCM’s college outreach director, this event will give students an outlet and start a conversation on how to connect with their spirituality and cultivate a relationship with God.

“I don’t want faith to be pushed on people but presented to students and maybe they can experience hope through this event,” said Grzesiak.

In the past, this event was held within the Mallin Auditorium but with the success of the “Night of Worship” event on Aug. 20 at Flight Deck, the organization has decided that the Flight Deck patio would be a better location to house the event. “Everyone is moving to and from this space. If we are going to do an outreach [event], what’s better than being on the prime location on campus?” asked Leite.

GCM expect students of all faiths, religions and ethnicities to feel welcome to attend and break stereotypes of the Christian faith. A core value of this organization is for members to belong within their community before attempting to change or alter their personal belief system. According to Marcos Leite, president of GCM, “[this allows us] to be an open community that doesn’t compromise on our beliefs but welcoming enough for [students] to come learn and be a part of this event. We want students to walk away respecting our [organization’s] values, be positively uplifted and let people know that they are loved, welcomed and accepted.”
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This free event, entitled “The Real You is the New You,” will focus on student experience and teach students about GCM and allow them to explore their faith. According to Greg Grzesiak, GCM’s college outreach director, this event will give students an outlet and start a conversation on how to connect with their spirituality and cultivate a relationship with God.

“I don’t want faith to be pushed on people but presented to students and maybe they can experience hope through this event,” said Grzesiak.

In the past, this event was held within the Mallin Auditorium but with the success of the “Night of Worship” event on Aug. 20 at Flight Deck, the organization has decided that the Flight Deck patio would be a better location to house the event. “Everyone is moving to and from this space. If we are going to do an outreach [event], what’s better than being on the prime location on campus?” asked Leite.

GCM expect students of all faiths, religions and ethnicities to feel welcome to attend and break stereotypes of the Christian faith. A core value of this organization is for members to belong within their community before attempting to change or alter their personal belief system. According to Marcos Leite, president of GCM, “[this allows us] to be an open community that doesn’t compromise on our beliefs but welcoming enough for [students] to come learn and be a part of this event. We want students to walk away respecting our [organization’s] values, be positively uplifted and let people know that they are loved, welcomed and accepted.”

The event will feature a full band, special performances a and a special guest. The food will be catered by Chartwells and sponsored by NSU’s Division of Business Services. After all the festivities, there will be an opportunity for students to connect with their peers on a spiritual level to question and engage in their spirituality. The event is meant to be a glimpse of the organization’s Thursday meetings but on a larger scale.

“(This event) is to expose student to the Christian message and [introduce] them to a community they can join on campus,” said Grzesiak. “I’d like students to have an experience like I did, to have an outlet that is going to build them up and encourage them. A community that is going to promote positivity and godliness.”

In the future, Leite hopes that events like this will set a standard of excellence for events on campus run by student organizations and how they can make a positive impact on the campus experience.

“(With GCM), we want to be a community that can positively help the students and give a sense of belonging,” said Leite.
History of the Black Power movement

By: Taylor Murphy
Contributing Writer

As an African American, I learned from an early age that the clenched fist in the air paired with a giant afro represents our Black Power. While most of us are unaware of the movement’s beginning, many of us are very familiar with the movement itself. It appears frequently on things such as posters, afro-pick handles, and was widely used by groups like the Black Panthers. Historically, this simple gesture that carried African Americans through the Civil Rights movement originated from one man.

According to an article written this month by Reuters.com, this man was Tommie Smith. Tommie Smith came from humble beginnings. He was the seventh of twelve children from a sharecropping family in Texas. Smith always showed promise in athletics as he participated in basketball, football and track and field, setting numerous records that still stand today. Smith went on to compete in the Olympics, and it was there where he truly made his mark.

After receiving the gold medal for the 200 meter sprint in Mexico City, Tommie and his fellow runner John Carlos silently raised their gloved clenched fists in the air during the American national anthem. It was then that the “Black Power” symbol was born.

Unfortunately for Smith, this silent protest was deemed unacceptable at the time. According to the Washington Post, the crowd began to boo, calling them anti-Americans. Because of their defiance, which broke the Olympics' rules, both medalists were swiftly removed from the stadium. Smith and Carlos were banned from ever competing in the Olympics and were sent home only to be welcomed by death threats and hate mail.

Carlos told the Guardian newspaper, “I had a moral obligation to step up. Morality was a far greater force than the rules and regulations they had.”

Despite the bravery they demonstrated, their sacrifice isn’t widely known or appreciated. Smith spoke later in an HBO documentary affirming that they were just trying to bring the injustice in America to light.

One could ask if it was even worth it; however, Smith stands firm in his decision.

“There is no sacrifice, there can be no forward movement. You have to give up something before you can receive something and usually that something is much better,” he said.

To this day, movements such as BlackLivesMatter and #TakeTheKnee were inspired by Smith and Carlos’ salute to Black Power.

“I don’t like the idea of people looking at it as negative,” Smith said. “There was nothing but a raised fist in the air and a bowed head, acknowledging the American flag — not symbolizing a hatred for it.”

This is the same mentality of the taking the knee movement which was started by Colin Kaepernick in an effort to bring police brutality to light. These movements didn’t begin in an effort to look down on or put America in a bad light. They weren’t “anti-American.” They were pro-equality, which is what America stands for.

As citizens of our country, who else can correct our nation than the people who live here?

The Cost of Eating Healthy

By: Brittany Poore
Contributing Writer

Today, many people think that eating healthy is not worth the effort. The idea that a quick and cheap burger at McDonalds is a proper meal has caused obesity and other detrimental effects to become epidemic. Eating healthy is not as costly as most people think, and is much more beneficial to personal health.

One can easily sustain a healthy and delicious diet at a cheap price. There are so many detrimental effects unhealthy foods have on our bodies that are not worth the monetary taste of a Big Mac. Even in cases when eating healthier is expensive, the overall health costs which come from having a poor diet can outweigh the small savings gained from making the unhealthy, cheaper choice.

While choosing which foods to buy, instead of buying expensive, processed “health” foods, sticking to basic fruits, vegetables and legumes is a more affordable decision economically and physically. The human body is made to eat foods in their natural form, but organic foods are not always the cheapest.

When choosing what to buy, it is also important to know when certain foods are in season. Not only are they in season fruits and vegetables normally tastier, but they are also less expensive.

The stigma that eating healthy is expensive can be easily debunked. Healthy eating can be as easy as buying a bag of rice for 89 cents, beans for $1, and seasonal vegetables for under $2.10.

A big mac meal at McDonalds is $5.99. While eating healthy meals is important, it is also important to eat healthy snacks. Rather than buying a bag of chips, buying a bag of carrots is more affordable and beneficial. Not only are carrots a delicious snack, they are also full of nutrients. A bag of chips is almost twice the price of carrots.

A study from Harvard School of Public Health recently found that the cost difference between eating healthy vs. unhealthy is on average $1.50. So many people use the excuse that eating healthy is expensive, but this is not the case.

3 Recipes for Eating Healthy on a Budget

SWEET POTATO CHICKPEA BOWL:
2 large sweet potatoes ($1), 1 bundle kale ($1.25), 25 ounce chickpeas ($1), 1 avocado ($1.27). This comes out to be less than $5.

WHOLE WHEAT PASTA:
Pasta ($1.49), Natural tomato sauce ($0.99), Mushrooms ($0.32). This comes out to be under $3.

MEXICAN BOWL:
Brown rice (.36), Black beans (.99), Avocado (1.25), Half a Tomato (1.12). This recipe comes out to be under $4.

For more information, go to https://www.eatingwell.com. The author contributed to this article as a Nutrition/Media Intern.

Printed with permission from E. Heineman

The Ultimate Study Spot

By: Emma Heineman
Features Editor

Have you ever walked into the library and paced the floors over and over trying to find the perfect study spot? While the middlemen may have died down, nobody needs the added stress of trying to find the perfect study space. So in addition to the library, here are a few perfect spots on campus to get your study on.

UC Pit

The UC Pit provides a communal space where students can meet, interact and study. It’s directly adjacent to Razor’s Reef so you can indulge your study break cravings.

NSU’s Medicinal Garden

If it’s not pouring outside, the garden between DeSantis and Parker is the ideal spot for some secluded studying. Nestled in the trees and foliage are a few tables that work perfectly for an afternoon of note cards and review packets. It’s provides a cathartic environment where students can escape from the concrete jungle of campus and relieve their stress. If you want a study break you can walk on the reflexology path which is specifically designed to target areas of stress in the body and relieve them.

Carl DeSantis Building

Another overlooked location, the Carl DeSantis building is a building where students go all day to classes throughout the week. There are offices on the second and third floors which are open to all students and are quiet spaces which encourage study and concentration. They are labelled student lounge and student study room and are easily found near the elevators of main stairs of the buildings.

SAB Patio

Unless you are on the side of campus near the Horvitz administration building you may have missed the little spot next to the Students Affairs building. Complete with comfortable couches, chairs and lounge areas, the covered patio area is the ideal spot to relax and study. While it is outside, it is covered from Florida rain showers and has fans to ameliorate the afternoon heat. There are also outlets which provide the convenience to charge computers, phones and other devices.

Upstairs UC

The UC is the central of life here at NSU, but the second floor provides some spots which are tucked away from the hustle and bustle of college life. Tables with comfortable chairs and lounge areas equip the spot with the perfect tools for a quiet study session.

Regardless of if you have five hours of studying or one, the stress of studying is a feeling which all college students can relate too. Whether you prefer to be inside, outside, somewhere quiet or somewhere where you can collaborate with friends and classmates, NSU’s vibrant little campus has a spot for everyone.
Get your fright on at these haunted houses

By: Kali Victoria Wilson
Contributing Writer

If you’re searching for some frightening fun this month, haunted houses are opening their eerie doors for you. Every haunted house gives people a different experience, and sometimes they’re creepy and overly-dramatized. Luckily, here in Florida, there are several haunted houses to explore and get your money’s worth in scares and frights.

Distorted Dreams

If you’re in for a fear filled night near campus, Distorted Dreams is the haunted house for you. The entire house is filled with gore, so if you can’t stand the sight of blood, beware. The actors and actresses who participate in this house will make you think your experience is real. Also, touching is allowed, so you might be spooked by a ghoul or two if you attend this house. Due to Distorted Dream’s popularity, the wait time to enter could be up to two hours. The cool thing about Distorted Dreams is that it is a non-profit haunt. Admission is free. Children can be brought along but it is not advised considering the amount of gore within the house. There’s Cursed, Twisted Mayhem and Realms of Terror. All three attractions are in the same building on different floors. Each attraction is inspired by the superstitious stories around Florida that have been passed down through generations. Admission ranges from $25 to $45 depending on the amount of haunts and the experience guests want. One perk from buying your tickets online is that a portion of each proceed goes toward Don’t Be a Monster, a bullying prevention program.

18351 NW 45th Ct, Lauderhill, FL 33351
http://www.distorteddreamshaunt.com
distorteddreamshaunt@gmail.com

Enigma Haunt

Enigma Haunt, located in Boca Raton, has three new haunted house themes this year: There’s Cursed, Twisted Mayhem and Realms of Terror. All three attractions are in the same building on different floors. Each attraction is inspired by the superstitious stories around Florida that have been passed down through generations. Admission ranges from $25 to $45 depending on the amount of haunts and the experience guests want. One perk from buying your tickets online is that a portion of each proceed goes toward Don’t Be a Monster, a bullying prevention program.

1751 N Military Trl, Boca Raton, FL 33486
www.enigmahaunt.com
(561)-99-HAUNT

House of Horror Haunted Carnival

Located in Miami International Mall, the House of Horror Haunted Carnival gives you a wide selection of scary quests to choose from. There newest houses this year include Blossom Lane and Area 13. Each house has a different suspense filled theme. The best part about going to this event is that this location has options. If you’re not up for exploring the creepy houses provided, the carnival is open and has unlimited rides, games and food. Tickets range from $15 to $30, but there are also group rates that you can apply for to get a cheaper option if you buy tickets online.

1455 NW 107th Ave, Doral, FL 33172
www.houseofhorrorcarnival.com
Sept. 27 - Nov. 3

NSU is a unique and lively campus, but that doesn’t mean that Sharks can’t band together and take an afternoon to explore the South Florida area — even if that just means finding a quaint place to study.

There’s something so relaxing about sitting in a little cafe, sipping on a freshly brewed cup of coffee and casually eating a scone. With the world bustling around you — specifically in the atmosphere of Las Olas — everything seems to slow down.

Ann’s Florist and Coffee Bar offers a chance to escape from life’s worries, even if just for a little bit. As the name suggests, this cafe sits in the same building as a petit flower shop. On the days when both are open at the same time, the smell of freshly cut flowers and coffee mix together and add a beautiful aroma to the experience.

On the inside, Ann’s is an interior designer’s dream. Filled with a rustic bar, little coffee tables, cute knick knacks and even writing on the ceiling, this place is sure to meet all of your Instagram needs. Even though the interior atmosphere in the coffee bar is a treat, the real reason to make a trip over there is for the food and drink. They have delicious standard drinks like lattes and espressos, in addition to more creative seasonal iced teas, lavender flavored syrups and more. Ann’s also has a rotating array of baked goods. From loaves and muffins to breakfast sandwiches and empanadas, there’s something for everyone. All of the bakery is delicious, and it’s hard to go wrong picking anything — they even have healthier and vegan options. My personal favorites are the zucchini loaf or empanadas, but I have some friends who claim the macaroons or tiramisu are the way to go. The only way to find out for yourself is to head over and have a taste of their menu — and take some pictures while you’re there.

Ann’s Florist and Coffee Bar
1001 E Las Olas Blvd,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Monday-Thursday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday: 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Price range: $5-$15

Are you into social media? YEAH, WE ARE TOO.
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM
FOR NEWS UPDATES AND ONLINE EXCLUSIVES.
@THECURRENTNSU
TheCurrent
A cohesive yet interesting album is a rare thing to come by in the age of music streaming services such as Spotify and SoundCloud. These are the albums that stand out, setting themselves apart from the competition. They are jewels in the midst of rubble. Their songs speak to you in a unique way, bringing you into a new world with catchy hooks and meaningful lyrics. Each song is better than the last, and once you’ve reached the album’s end, you’re left wanting more.

LANY’s sophomore album “Malibu Nights” in definitely not one of “those” albums. The songs are equally lackluster and vapid, relying on melodies that feel forced and aren’t melodic to begin with. The lyrics aren’t relatable and don’t delve deep enough for listeners to feel any sort of connection with LANY’s point of view. In fact, I would’ve named this release “Malibu Night” because that’s how long it would’ve taken anyone to write all nine tracks.

LANY is an American indie pop band formed in Nashville, Tennessee in March 2014 and is currently based out of Los Angeles, California. The band consists of three members: Paul Jason Klein (lead vocals, keyboard, piano and guitar), Les Priest (backup vocals, synthesizers, keyboard and guitar) and Jake Goss (drums and sampling pad). The name LANY is combo-acronym for Los Angeles and New York, and it is pronounced “Lay-Nee.”


The band’s debut “LANY” was a decent beginning, and I found myself saving only a couple songs to my Spotify song list. Still, I was hopeful that the band would eventually refine their sound—to be more unique and less mainstream—but I don’t think a year between releases gave LANY enough time to do that. So here I am, forcing myself to listen to every single song on “Malibu Nights,” waiting to find some sort of saving grace. Unfortunately, the last song ends before I’m able to do so. At the beginning of the song, “Let Me Know,” Klein sings the lyric, “I wish the dance floor would come to life and tell the story,” but who’s going to let LANY know that the storytelling is their job?

LANY: “MALIBU NIGHTS”
By: Samantha November
Contributing Writer

Hope Jahren’s memoir, “Lab Girl,” is an incredibly honest telling of a woman finding her way in her field, her friendships and her life. Throughout the book, Jahren speaks candidly about working in a male-dominated profession, non-romantic bonds, mental health, being pregnant as a professional woman and much more. The intimate story-telling she uses to invite her reader deeper into her life is something not done by many other authors.

Jahren begins with “Roots and Leaves,” the section in which she explains her upbringing. As a child in Minnesota, she spent most of her time playing in her father’s lab at a nearby community college. As an adult, she received a bachelor’s degree in geology and a Ph.D in soil science, overcoming various challenges along the way. While adventuring throughout academia as a teaching assistant, Jahren met Bill—an undergraduate student with a gruff academia as a teaching assistant, Jahren met Bill—an undergraduate student with a gruff and humorous facade. At this point in the book, you’d expect it to fall into some sort of romance, but alas, the two remain closely bonded, but simply as friends—the sort of relationship that I’ve felt the mix of emotions associated with walking into a large expo center full of mostly men—it’s intimidating, and it’s hard not to feel at least a little bit out of place. The cruel winds Jahren is subjected to multiple times in her retellings speaks to the same emotions but to a greater extent. As a person, Jahren is endlessly impressive. Not because she’s perfect—but because she’s truthful, often painfully so at times. Her struggles with mental illness are not buried between lines to create a utopian memoir, but rather pushed to the surface, proving it is nothing to be ashamed of and quite frequently a difficult reality for many.

“Lab Girl” is unlike many books out there. If you want something that can speak to your soul, regardless of your background, this memoir is for you.
The podcast is put up on Fridays and can be found on iTunes, Spotify and headgum.com.

“Gilmores Guys” by Kevin T. Porter & Demi Adejugbey

“Gilmores Guys,” its title a play on the show “Gilmore Girls,” hosted by Kevin T. Porter and Demi Adejugbey is podcast that showcases every episode of “Gilmore Girls.” Porter, who is a long-form fan, and Adejugbey, a first time watcher, comment and give their opinions on each episode. They also occasionally invite special guests to watch. Every episode is currently available on Spotify and are each about an hour long. The podcast is also available on SoundCloud and iTunes.

“Wait Wait… Don’t Tell Me” by NPR

“Wait Wait… Don’t Tell Me” by NPR is a weekly news podcast. The hosts take satirical approach on the news. NPR tests fans' news knowledge by giving them real or fake news or having them determine which is which. In addition, NPR invites different celebrities on to discuss. The podcast is released on Tuesdays and Saturdays. Each podcast is about hour long. It is available on Spotify, the NPR website and iTunes.

Heavenwax

This indie company sells soap, hair care and incense, but of course, we’re here to dissect their perfume products. With plenty of creepy compositions, Heavenwax will certainly provide you with an idiosyncratic scent to haunt your Halloween. Their Graveyard perfume boasts of overturned dirt, pine and cedar wood. Mandrake takes a different approach with ginger beer, black peppercomb and cardamom while Moon smells like smoked vanilla, frankincense, Peru balsam, amber, vetiver and more musky mystery. Another oddity Heavenwax offers is Nocturnal Things, smelling of vintage collectibles, furniture and knick-knacks.

As you can see, you have every option to smell like anything from cotton candy to a seductive sorcerer. Take advantage of these independent companies’ hard work and treat yourself to more than candy this Halloween.
### Men's Soccer

On Wednesday, the Sharks played against the Palm Beach Atlantic Sailfish in a very tight 0-1 game. This is the first game in almost a full calendar year that the Sharks got shut out. For the entire game, both defensive lines were incredibly strong, making it hard for both teams to score. The first shot was taken just after nine minutes into the game by the Sailfish, but was blocked by freshmen goalkeeper, Brian Lopez. Ten minutes later, graduate student Bradley Fountain had the Shark's first try on goal. For the rest of the half, there were only four more shots on goal. Fountain tried again at minute 28, but both his shot and junior Ignacio Goya's rebound were both blocked. In the second half, the Sailfish were able to hold off the Sharks. This was the easiest opportunity to score for either team. Goalkeeper Lopez tried to ready himself for the kick, but dove the wrong way to try to block. There were only two other opportunities for the Sharks to score: senior Darwin Lom's attempt at minute 79, and freshmen Juanchi Nunez's attempt at minute 82.

### Women's Soccer

On Wednesday, the Sharks faced off against the Eagles, only to lose all three sets. From the start of the game, the Eagles were aggressive. The Sailfish were able to hold off the onslaught until junior Emma Heikkila landed a shot in the top left corner of the net. The Sharks kept attacked after serving in the military and played for the Cleveland Indians for four years. Yankees for one year. Gordon then moved to the Cleveland Indians for four years. 

### Women's Volleyball

On Friday, the Sharks faced off against the Eagles, only to lose all three sets. From the start of the game, the Eagles were aggressive. The Sailfish were able to hold off the onslaught until junior Emma Heikkila landed a shot in the top left corner of the net. The Sharks kept attacked after serving in the military and played for the Cleveland Indians for four years. Yankees for one year. Gordon then moved to the Cleveland Indians for four years. 

### Men's Golf

Innisbrook Golf Resort, Palm Harbor, FL

### Women's Golf

Saint Leo Invitational

### Men's Swimming

Tampa, FL

### Women's Swimming

Tampa, FL

### Women's Rowing

Head of the Charles

---

From the original Ancient Greek Olympics to last year’s Super Bowl, sports have been around for millennia. Today’s public, however, often don’t know the history of some of the nation’s favorite sports. Here you can find some relevant, monumental, and inspiring events that have changed the future of sports forever.

---

Oct. 16, 1916

Los Angeles Dodgers manager Wilbert Robinson receives a $5,000 bonus.

In 1916, a $5,000 bonus was an exceptional amount of money. In 1916, $5,000 is equivalent to $119,671.84 in 2018.

---

Oct. 17, 1920

Chicago Bears play their first NFL game and win 7-0.

The Chicago Bears, formerly known as the Decatur Staleys, played—and won—their first NFL game in 1920. It was towards the end of the 1923-1922 season that they decided to change their name to what we know now: the Chicago Bears.

---

Oct. 18, 1889

The first all New York MLB World Series.

The game was the New York Giants versus Brooklyn. The NY Giants are now known as the San Francisco Giants. The then NY Giants beat Brooklyn in this game. The Giants are the sixth oldest baseball team in the MLB.

---

Oct. 19, 1945

Joe Gordon announces his retirement to serve in the military.

Gordie, Yankee second baseman, announces his retirement from the MLB in 1943 to go into the military for two years. Gordon had played on the New York Yankees for six years before he retired. Gordon came out of retirement after serving in the military and played for the Yankees for one year. Gordon then moved to the Cleveland Indians for four years.

---

Oct. 20, 1940

Cork centered baseballs makes its first appearance in the World Series.

In 1938, a rule was set in place that required all baseballs to have a rubber core. A lot of controversy and rumors were caused due to this rule. It wasn’t until 1950 that baseballs were made with a cork center. A cork centered baseball is still used today in the MLB.

---

Oct. 17, 1910

The very first NFL game is on TV.

This date marks a world-changing event. The NFL is known all over the world and this first televised event marks a huge moment in NFL history. The game was The Eagles vs. The Dodgers. The Dodgers beat the Eagles 23-14.
Amazon Prime played a critical piece in sports history with their week four Thursday Night Football broadcast of the Los Angeles Rams and the Minnesota Vikings. This game was the first time a women duo called an NFL game. The duo was back in the booth for week four and five. According to ESPN’s Adam Schefter, the longtime sports journalista Andrea Kremer and Hannah Storm will be calling eight more TNF games this season despite the vociferous pushback because of their gender. I grew up listening to Al Michaels in the broadcast booth. He is a legend that provides vivid commentary, so I am not writing this to man-hate. All I am saying is it’s about time.

In 1987, Gayle Siersen became the first and only woman to provide play-by-play for an NFL game. NBC offered Siersen more opportunities but contractually required her to choose between national television or her local network. Siersen opted to stay with her local network and raise her family. Thirty years later in 2017, Beth Mowins took Siersen’s mantle, becoming the first woman to call Monday Night Football. After their success, why has it taken 31 years for a pair of women to take over the football broadcast booth?

Like in any job, the gender of the broadcaster shouldn’t matter. What should matter is their experience and qualifications. Kremer has a decorated career as a sportscaster and was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame this year for her television contributions to the game of football. Kremer has been co-hosting all-women sports talk panel show for four years now on CBS. Storm has experience in practically every sport you can name and was the first play-by-play broadcaster for the Women’s National Basketball Association. She has even interviewed world leaders. Their portfolios speak for themselves.

Kremer and Storm are breaking down gender misconceptions. Women can talk sports and not just about what team has the prettiest jersey or what player is the most attractive. Women can talk about trades, play calls, routes, and penalties, too. Last year, Carolina Panthers Quarterback Cam Newton laughed at reporter Jourdan Rodrigue because he thought it was funny to hear a woman talk about receiver routes. It is not a new fact that women can know and love sports. It is the twenty-first century. Women have been excelling in a wide range of career fields, so why has the field of sports journalism been so exclusive?

Their first broadcast started a little rocky as the two women established their on-air chemistry, but the sportscasters were able to quickly get into a groove after the first few minutes. Their broadcast style was immediately established as personable. The commentary didn’t just focus on breaking down coverages and routes. Kremer and Storm utilized their strengths as storytellers by providing several quotes from interviews, context behind statistics, observations from previous games and player background information. The broadcast didn’t focus on the numbers put up by the player but the player underneath the pads and helmet.

At the moment, Kremer and Storm can only be heard on Amazon Prime as one of three language alternatives, to Hall-of-Famer Troy Aikman and Joe Buck’s commentary. Their accomplishment is a victory for women everywhere. Amazon has not yet announced if Kremer and Storm will continue after this season. If Amazon continues to use Kremer and Storm in upcoming seasons, doors to the sports industry will be opened for generations of women. Maybe women will begin to integrate broadcast teams of other networks. For now, we should embrace Amazon’s selection of Kremer and Storm as sportscasters. I am not advocating to give Al Michaels and Cris Collinsworth the boot, but maybe we can hear some more women on the air. Hopefully soon, the all-women booth won’t be just a language option to tune into for a game. They will be the only option.

Alessandro Xella is a freshman mathematician and computer science double major. He is from Imola, Italy and competes on NSU’s men’s swim team.

How did you start swimming?

“I started swimming when I was a little child. I was maybe two or three years old. I started doing it as a sport when I was 10. I learned swimming because it is healthy. My brother, he was a swimmer, and so my mom said I should try it too. I didn’t like it at the beginning, but as soon as I started doing it as a sport and there was a competition linked to the swimming, I started to like it.”

Have you ever considered playing another sport?

“I played basketball [but] stopped playing when I was 13. I did both swimming and basketball for two years and then I decided to keep swimming.”

Why did you come to Nova?

“I came mostly for swimming. That’s the reason I saw Nova the first time. I spoke to coach Ben last summer, and we had a conversation. I looked for other schools but Nova was the best one.”

How has swimming helped you adjust to college life?

“It helps a lot. I was thinking about that with my roommate. [There is] three to the room, two swimmers and one non-swimmer. We have a full schedule, and it’s hard but it has helped me. I don’t ever waste time. I am always doing something.”

How would you describe the relationship with your teammates?

“It is like a family. Here, it’s more about the team than the single athlete. It’s something different than what I am used to. Here, you swim for the team, so you have to score as many points as possible. It’s not only about you. When you are tired during a competition you know that you are swimming for the team, and you have to push yourself more.”

What is your favorite thing to do after a big meet?

“The first thing I do is relax mentally, and then the best thing to do is always celebrate with the team. In particular, [it is good] if it was a good meet but also if it was a bad meet because it helps you to [not] think about it.”

Do you have any pre-meet rituals?

“I [watch] videos on YouTube of NBA players with a song in the background. This is what I used to do the day before the meet or before going to the pool.”

What does your downtime look like?

“It’s hard to say because I am adjusting to a new life. On the weekend, [my friends and I] always plan something. We like to go to the beach. That’s one of the other main reasons I came here because it is really close to the beach. We like traveling. We went to the Keys one week, and also we want to see the Everglades. Exploring around this new place is what I like to do.”

What is advice you would give to other student athletes?

“Do not stress too much. It’s hard but you can do it. Just work hard and keep focused. Just take it step by step.”

Antonio Brown claims pending lawsuits are false claims

Pittsburgh Steelers receiver Antonio Brown spoke out on Thursday about two pending lawsuits filed against him. The lawsuits involve an incident at a $10 million apartment in Florida. One of the lawsuits filed by the landlord claims that Brown left $15,000 in property damage to the apartment during an alleged altercation which involved a gun theft and $80,000 in cash. The other involves a claim that Brown threw furniture from a 14th floor balcony which nearly hit a child and the accused’s grandfather. Brown told the Review Journal. HBO sports program “24/7” will chronicle Mickelson and Woods leading up to the match and Bleacher Report’s “House of Highlights” will offer streaming service, Direct TV and other on-demand platforms,” said WarnerMedia in a statement to Review Journal. All broadcasting rights are held by WarnerMedia.”

Tiger Woods vs. Phil Mickelson match will have no spectators

The nine million dollar match planned for Nov. 23 in Las Vegas will have no public routes. It is not a new fact that women can know and love sports. It is the twenty-first century. Women have been excelling in a wide range of career fields, so why has the field of sports journalism been so exclusive?

Their first broadcast started a little rocky as the two women established their on-air chemistry, but the sportscasters were able to quickly get into a groove after the first few minutes. Their broadcast style was immediately established as personable. The commentary didn’t just focus on breaking down coverages and routes. Kremer and Storm utilized their strengths as storytellers by providing several quotes from interviews, context behind statistics, observations from previous games and player background information. The broadcast didn’t focus on the numbers put up by the player but the player underneath the pads and helmet.

At the moment, Kremer and Storm can only be heard on Amazon Prime as one of three language alternatives, to Hall-of-Famer Troy Aikman and Joe Buck’s commentary. Their accomplishment is a victory for women everywhere. Amazon has not yet announced if Kremer and Storm will continue after this season. If Amazon continues to use Kremer and Storm in upcoming seasons, doors to the sports industry will be opened for generations of women. Maybe women will begin to integrate broadcast teams of other networks. For now, we should embrace Amazon’s selection of Kremer and Storm as sportscasters. I am not advocating to give Al Michaels and Cris Collinsworth the boot, but maybe we can hear some more women on the air. Hopefully soon, the all-women booth won’t be just a language option to tune into for a game. They will be the only option.
Stop saying “but you don’t look sick”

By: Madelyn Rinka
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Everyone has seen it or heard someone make the comment. Whether it’s a seemingly healthy person taking a handicapped parking spot or the front seat on the bus, it’s rare not to hear someone comment on it. One might wonder whether their perspective is the right one.

According to Disabled World, it is estimated that “96 percent of people with chronic medical conditions live with an illness that is invisible”. That demographic covers approximately 10 percent of the total U.S. population. Invisible does not mean equal imagination. Plenty of conditions, whether they’re chronic pain conditions that can stem from Lupus or Fibromyalgia, mental illnesses like anxiety, depression or OCD, visual or auditory disabilities that don’t require canes and hearing aids or any other kind of ailment that’s undetectable from the outside are considered invisible illnesses. Even though we can’t see them, it doesn’t mean they’re not there.

Humans seem to have this (occasionally harmful) natural instinct to assume everyone is healthy unless we can see otherwise. Meaning, unless we see someone who clearly has some sort of ailment, we think they’re healthy. However, there’s another perspective that should be taken into account when discussing whether voting Kavanaugh into the Supreme Court was a bad idea, and that perspective is from the side of invisible illnesses. Even though we can’t see them, it doesn’t mean they’re not there.

People need mobility aids, time to rest, places to sit down or other accommodations for a wide variety of reasons. Many chronic conditions come with a side effect of arthritic or fatigue, meaning that even if you can’t visibly see bruises, swelling or any other indicator that they might still be feeling it. Sitting down on a bus ride might help them save some energy that they need to walk to their home or job right after. Even if someone gets out of their handicapped-parked car looking completely healthy, they might need to park closer to the store because their hands hurt to carry their bags out after a walking back out after walking through the store might just be too much.

Additionally, don’t make these people “prove it” to you just because you’re curious or want to “make sure” they’re actually sick. Don’t make you entitled to asking them what’s wrong or berating them in public. A person using an accommodation isn’t an open invitation to rudely ask “what’s wrong with you?”

Are there people who do take advantage of these accommodations who don’t really need them? Of course. Are there younger kids and teens who do their homework before school, without needing them? You bet. But just because a few people might take advantage of a system doesn’t mean everyone who truly does need it should be penalized and scrutinized every time they try to make their lives a little closer to normal in public.

Chronic illnesses, fatigue, pain or mental illnesses are realities for an unfortunately large number of people. It’s hard enough to handle having one of these problems— don’t make their lives more difficult by accusing them that they’re feeling everyday isn’t real.

Welcome to the life of a commuter

By: Aldanna Foigel
Contributing Writer

Living off campus can have its pros and cons, but this year is different from any other. Due to construction, NSU closed two main parking lots in the residence halls. The parking lot located in front of the Athletics building used to be for athletes, but it is residents only since last September. Where do athletes park now?

As a commuter student-athlete, I have worked at 6 a.m. on Tuesday and at 7 a.m. on Wednesdays and Fridays. Since I cannot park in the lot next to Athletics, where the gym is located, I park in the UC parking area and walk to workouts in the dark. Luckily, I feel very safe at NSU, but walking alone in the dark is no fun. A lot of athletes live off campus and have practice in the morning, and struggling to park shouldn’t be something to worry about, but it is.

In the past, the parking lot is now for residents only, used to be for athletes only. Athletes had a two-minute walk to the weight room. Due to the changes that took place over the summer, athletes must now park in the UC parking lot, which is a 7-minute walk to the weight room. However, we hardly ever are lucky enough to find an empty space in the UC parking lot, because it is packed. In the afternoon, the closest you can find to the athletics building is the parking garage, which is a 12-minute walk. Athletes have extremely busy schedules and must always be on time for practices and meetings, and that is why we care so much about the parking issue.

The afternoon is the hardest time to park, I have a meeting every Monday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Mailman-Hollywood building, and it is almost impossible to find parking in that area. Until last year, I could arrive at Nova around 11:30 and I would be on time for my 12 o’clock meeting. Now, I have no choice but to arrive around 11:20 and spend almost half an hour trying to find somewhere to park, and I am not the only one. I have talked with many athletes and commuters, and they all said it is very hard to find parking in the afternoon.

I understand NSU is expanding and I am very proud of it. During my four years at Nova, I have seen the university grow tremendously. However, I do not think it is fair for commuters to circle around parking lots for half an hour, or for athletes to walk in the dark on their way to workouts. I hope NSU can come up with a solution soon, because this issue affects a lot of students and they deserve to be heard.

Hiring Gone Wrong: A comment on the Brett Kavanaugh case

By: J. L. Glasthal
Contributing Writer

Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. The investigation on Kavanaugh in regards to the alleged sexual assault of Christine Blasey Ford was dropped due to not having sufficient evidence to prove him guilty. The American people are now seeing the Internet flooded with claims about “rape culture” and how the confirmation of Kavanaugh could be discounting what Ford has claimed to have gone through.

However, there’s another perspective that should be taken into account when discussing why voting Kavanaugh into the Supreme Court was a bad idea, and that perspective is from the side of invisible illnesses. Even though we can’t see them, it doesn’t mean they’re not there.

Choice lyrics are “avoid your friends for weeks even though they’re the only one who lives in my town and we used to listen to religiously.” I used to listen to religiously makes confirming that Brett Kavanaugh legally okay, is that smart? The first initial hearing of Ford v. Kavanaugh was a spectacle of its own in terms of how Senators behaved and how big of a moment it was in terms of today’s current social issues. Now the Senate has voted Kavanaugh in and on Twitter alone can see how the American people feel about that. Whether Kavanaugh deserves the spot in the Supreme Court or not is up to the Senate’s own line of thinking, but one thing is for sure, the Senate elected an alleged rapist to be a judge in the highest most powerful court in the country. Let that sink in. It may not be my job to say whether he is guilty or not, but that just doesn’t have a nice ring to it.
Meow of Duty
By: Mario Lorrimore
Business Manager

Feeding wild animals usually makes them too dependent on free food. They tend to look to you for food instead of hunting for it naturally. The campus is cracking down on those that feed the animals but did they ever consider how the animals would react? I have information from sources who have chosen to remain anonymous due to the sheer fear of what they know. Ward has it that the feral cats around the campus are planning a revolution and it’s going to be big. They have already formed their black ops team and now they’re in contact with the ducks to form an elite air force.

Eye witnesses have spotted what seems to be a training ground for the Toe Bean Coalition (that’s their official name). These eye witnesses have gone missing shortly after reporting their findings, which has everyone on edge. We have tried to contact the police but they are currently radio silent. I fear that they have already been removed from the equation. If they are trying to scare us, I’d say it is working.

Every few minutes we get calls from hysterical students who have either seen the shadow of these cats or their tail slowly wrapping around a corner. It doesn’t just stop there, the cats have been targeting unsuspecting visitors as well. They use their cuteness to their advantage. One cat will act as if it wants cuddles and then another will steal whatever items are available. It has gotten to the point of them kidnapping small children and ransomning them for kibble. If we stop giving them food, I guess they will just take it. There’s also talk about them taking control of the entire university and declaring themselves an independent nation.

I have always dreamed of a nation of cats but not like this. We tried to get a statement from the Coalition’s leader Pete Depoxas but all he had to say was, “meow.” A cat of little words and no action. We have tried to contact the police but they are currently radio silent. I fear that they have already been removed from the equation. If they are trying to scare us, I’d say it is working.

Since I learned how to write, trying to figure out what to write about has been the bane of my existence. So, I asked myself, what can be done to avoid the dread of having writer’s block? Well, the schools of thought on this subject tend to differ. Some researchers believe that scheduling daily writing, or using writing prompts are the best way to get rid of writer’s block, others speculate that writers should not write and instead should take a break for temporary distractions. Great—contradictory claims about solving writer’s block. However, these claims look at writer’s block as a whole, when in fact there are four different types of writer’s block. The different types of blocks are categorized as the fears of failure, rejection, success and the lack of motivation.

The fear of failure block is best described by author Margaret Atwood, who said, “if I waited for perfection, I would never write a word.” This distinction of writer’s block is caused by the need for perfection and self-criticism. This crippling sense of unproductivity and unworthiness goes against the wobbly mess that is the writing process. This block is driven by anxiety and benefits from taking time away from writing.

While the fear of failure deals mainly with self-criticism, the fear of rejection block is driven by the opinions and thoughts of others. The recommended way of solving this type of block stems from a John Steinbeck quote, “pretend that you’re writing not to your editor or an audience or to a readership, but to someone close.” Thinking about what others will say about your writing is important until it becomes maladaptive.

The lack of motivation block is quite straightforward. Simply put, you are out of ideas. Maybe try changing the subject or genre of your writing. If you are writing fiction, try killing off a character, show the grieving process. If you write nonfiction, find a new source, get a new perspective.

According to Dr. Melissa Burkley, a professor at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, in her article “Got Writer’s Block? Here’s Your Cure”, writers should look at writer’s block as a physical pain. “Your body uses pain to warn you that something is wrong and needs to be fixed. It is a necessary and beneficial system because it helps identify exactly where the problem resides. Writer’s block is the same way; a little bit can be good for you. It can force you to take your work in a new and exciting directions. It can tell you when you are writing for the wrong reasons. When you have writer’s block, your mind is trying to warn you that something is off, so listen to it. What is it telling you? Then treat the block and get back to doing what you love.”

So, learn to listen to yourself. If the ideas do not flow, just wait and try something new. Your inspiration will eventually come to you, how else do you think I wrote this article.

Shark Speak

“Tomas Meneses, senior marketing major
“I prefer hard copy books because it is easier to access due to having the book in your possession. E-books have a time limit and a hard copy book does not. I like that I am able to sell a hard copy book once I no longer need it, and resale is not an option with e-books. Everyone should have the ability to buy and sell books as we please rather than having limitations on how long we can hold the item.”

“Sydney Lemon, senior finance major
“I prefer hard copy books because it is easier to access due to having the book in your possession. E-books have a time limit and a hard copy book does not. I like that I am able to sell a hard copy book once I no longer need it, and resale is not an option with e-books. Everyone should have the ability to buy and sell books as we please rather than having limitations on how long we can hold the item.”

Opinions
Scripps Research Institute
Visit & Tour
Are you looking for a Research opportunity? Want to see first-hand how science can change lives through research?

Student Participation: The Trauma Resolution and Integration Program (TRIP) research team is currently seeking NSU undergraduate students who have an interest in understanding the systemic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal impacts of psychological trauma.

Time Commitment: At least 5 hours per week
Minimum GPA & Major: 3.0 GPA/ Any STEM major
Skills/Experience: Familiarity with the research process; basic understanding of psychological concepts; completion of core psychology courses; and previous research experience and knowledge of SPSS preferred.

Student Participation: We are looking for undergraduate students interested in assisting with the collection of scientific papers and journal articles pertaining to the 30+ non-native species of fish found in Florida marine waters.

Time Commitment: 10 hours per week; summer hours may be available.
Minimum GPA & Major: 3.0 GPA/ Any STEM major
Skills/Experience: Biology and Marine Biology courses; and experience collecting data and scientific literature review

Dr. Gina Harris: Neuropsychology Intern
Great Properties International Realty: Marketing Intern
Coding4Youth: Computer Science Intern
Davis Integration Group LLC: Marketing Intern
Miami Jewish Health Systems: Health Service Intern
Pax Campus: Health Administration Intern
Citrix: Finance Intern (Accounting, Audit, and Compliance) Summer 2019
Miller Legg & Associates: Environmental Intern

All events, internships and job opportunities can be found on handshake.com
NSU Career Development (954) 262-7201
Locations: Horvitz Office (1st Floor of the Horvitz Building, Room 152)
DeSantis Office (Carl DeSantis Building, Room 1042)